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ABSTRACT 
XEDRE.I,\S. K. 1987. Food and feeding habits of young saithe. Pollnchi~~s r.i,-e~zs (L.) .  on thr coast 
ofwestern Norway. FiskDir. Skr.  Ser. HarL-riders.. IR: 263-301. 
The stomach contents of young saithe (both I- and 11-group. hut mainly 11-group) from t~vo  
areas, denoted A and B: on the western coast of Sorway have been analysed. l\'hen these juvenile 
saithe become two or more often three years old; they migrate from the coastal s h a l l o ~ ~ ~ s  to the 
North Sea. Nutrition may be an important factor governing or influencing this migration. 
In  area A, the saithe had preyed almost exclusively upon plankton in the pelagic environment. 
The appendicularian Oikopleura dioica, the copepod Calanusfinmarchicus. and the krill Thl'sanoessa 
inermis each dominated the nutrition at times. In the winter, when krill seemed to be the most 
important single food organism, the saithe showed clear signs of starvation. 
In  area B, CalanusJnmarchicus was the most common single prey. In this area the diversity of the 
stomach content was higher than in area A. Epifauna and hyperbenthos. consisting of isopods and 
amphipods attached to bottom vegetation. seemed to play an important role, especially Ivhen 
typical suitable plankton organisms were scarce. 
Larvae and yearlings of fish were at certain times important food for the saithe. Different 
species occurred in the diet at different times. 
Small differences in the length distribution throughout the sampling period are indicative of a 
gradual migration of the largest fish, mostly two-year-olds, a\vay from the coast. In July-August 
almost all two-year-olds saithe disappeared from area B for a short time. while they were still 
present in area A. This behaviour did not seem to appear every year in the investigated areas. 
Intraspecific competition from younger age groups may be an explanation. 
The main migration of saithe away from the coast seems to take place during spring (after 
February, but before June) when the saithe are three years old. In the beginning of Slarch, the 
saithe seemed to have preyed mostly on krill, and the observed transport of krill Lvith the Lvater 
masses away from the coast may have led the saithe to follo~v. 
INTRODUCTIOX 
Feeding and searching for food are factors which regulate or at least 
influence the distribution, migration, and growth of fish. According to food 
availability fish can change both their behaviour and migration patterns. 
The  saithc was in 1984 the tllircl most important con~mcrcial fish species to 
Xorway both in quantity and in value. Preliminary rcsults sholv that Norwegian 
fishermen caught respectively 51% and 96% of thc total landings of saithc 
from thc fiorth Sea and Nori,vcgian coast north of 62"N (Asos .  1985). Thc 
International Council for thc Exploration of the Sca operates as though thcrc 
are two stocks of saithe, one in the North Sea and one along the Norwegian 
coast north of 62ON. This border bet~vecn tllc stocks is not biologically distinct: 
migrations between the areas do occur U.\KORSES 1981,Asos.  1983). 
When the saithe along the coast of western Norway south of 62ON are 2-4 
years old, they migrate to thc banks in the North Sca, nlainly to the castcrn 
part north of 57"N UAKOBSEX 1981). Fishing of young saithe wit11 pursc scinc 
a lo~ig  this part of tllc Norivcgian coast is for many fishermen an important 
fishery. Thc  disappearance of thc saitllc when the) reach a certain size or agc 
therefore has consequences for thc fisllcry. 
What causes the massive annual migration of juvenile saithe away fi-om the 
coast3 Tagging experiments in 1972-1974 (JAKOBSES 1978a) and 1975-1977 
UAKOBSEX 1981) showed a gradual migration of fish away fi-om thc coast 
which was related to the age and lcngth of the saithe. Thc timing of the saithe 
migration differed from ycar to year. An explanation might be found in the 
feeding and prey preferences of the saithe (JAKOSSES 1978a). 
The  main task of this work was to identify on the basis of stomach contc~it 
analyses what the juvenile saithe in thc coastal shallo\\~s prey upon before they 
migrate to deeper water in the North Sea. I t  was therefore decided to study the 
nutrition of the saithe in connection with tllc variable catches in thc area, with 
the aim of finding possible explanations to the gradual migration away from 
the coast. 
Little has bccn published about tllc fecding of young saithc along tllr coast 
of Norway. NORI)C.\.\RD (1902) studied the species composition in saithe 
stomachs, but this was not a quan t i t a t i~~c  analysis. I,IE (1961) pul~lishecl a 
taxonomic and quantitati\re analysis on tllc fccding of 0-group saithe. L IE  
(1962) has also stucliccl the fccding of a fe~v I-group saithr. From thc North 
Sea sonic data on the fccding of saithe are a~,ailable, c.g., GOI.L~~J. \~I-SIKOI~. \  
and M.ALYSHE\. 1980, ASCIS. 1982, G ~ s ~ . . \ s o s  1983, but tllcse ivcrt on saithc that 
had already migrated from thc coast. It is bccause of this lack of kno\vlrdge 
about the feecling of young saithe that a closer exa~nination has hccn macle of 
the fecdillg of I- and IT-group saithe prior to migration. 'l'hrec sul?jccts arc 
emphasized: 
1 Age-lcngth composition of thc saithe 
2 Stomach-content analyses 
3 Sampling of plankton from the actual area for conlparison with thc cliet of 
the saithe 
SIX?'ERI.-\I,S .-\XU SIETHOUS 
The saithc \\,ere fishcd in two important saithe-fishing areas in western 
Norway, T;rla\:5g ancl Brandasund, called respectively area A and arca B 
(Fig. 1). For catchiilg young saitlic tllr fisllertnell use pursc scines. Thc saithc 
in this research were taken 1rit11 purse seine on 1 June or l~andline from the 
hcgiilning ofJuilc to the end of Septeinher 1982. T o  study tlic feediilg of the 
saithc in the winter a sanlple \\!as taken on 1 March 1983. 
The  stomach coiltellts of all fish, up to a l ~ l a x i l l l ~ ~ ~ ~ l  of' 20, ill each 3 el11 
Icngth-gi-oup \\'err analysccl. The  sainr fish Fucre S~li-tllc~ usrd tbr age-length 
and sex compositioll studies. The  total lc~lgtll of cacll saithe in thc catch \\.as 
measured. \'\!ithill two hours of the saithr bei~lg fished, the ston~aclls were 
fixed and preserved in 4% fbrmalill (40% formaldehyde in sca water). 
Stolnacll coiltents froin each of a total of 328 saithe were analysccl separate!!?, 
Fig:. 1 .  Part of the coast anti the outer areas or Horclaland, \vestern Xor\vay. The  two sanipli~ig: 
arras  are indicatrcl. 
I ~ u t  tllc rcsults Iiavc hcen sun~mariztcl ancl prcscnted for each 5 cni lcngth- 
group ofthc predator. 
The total wet weight of the stomacll contcnt was found. All fish prcy and 
other larger prcy organisms were sorted out, weighed and subtracted from the 
total. From the remaining, morc hon~ogeneous content, a subsample was 
takcn. The  size of the subsanlple was determined according to the diversity of 
thc content. This subsaniplc gcnerally comprised about 25% of the homoge- 
neous content. 
Thc ~7eights of the prey organisms are all frcsh weights. Thcsc were partly 
taken from the literature ( B o c o ~ o \ ,  1959) and partly from the present study. 
Weights of all fish prey were based on fish in its actual collditioll in the 
stomachs. By using these indixidual weights, the sum of constituent weights 
gavc an  estilnnted total wet weight. Rclativc amounts of different prey categori- 
es are referred in the text to this estimated weight. 
Fragments of animals were excluded in the countings except in the cases 
where it was possible to find out the kind and number of illdividuals from 
which these fragments originated. Fragments of algae havc becn recorded as 
'detected in the stomach' (number= 1)  or 'not detected' (number=O). 
The nematodes and trematodes were undamaged by digestion, and have 
therefore been regarded only as gastric parasites. Nematodes have been 
excluded in all calculations of food composition. Trematodes have been 
included in the total weight of the stomach content because these parasites 
were too small to bc properly sorted out before rveighing. 
The  composition of the diet has been presented both by numbers and by 
weight. For some essential prcy types values for the ctfrequcncy of occurence)) 
('/OF) have also been calculated. For a~lalysilig the stomach content data, 
computer programmes have been used (M'ESTGARD 1982). In  order to show 
differences between length-groups of saithe in feeding 011 a certain prey, a 
nonparametric and blockcd Mann-IVhitney test was used (LEH.\I.-ISS 1975). 
T o  compare the filling of the stomachs (total wet weight) in different predator 
length-groups, an  ordinary Mann-M'hitncy test was used (Z.-IR 1974). 
Sampling of zooplallkton was dolie at  most stations. All the samples \\?ere 
taken in broken vertical hauls with a Juday-net (diameter 36 cm, nicsh size 
0.18 mm) from the depth interval wllere the saithe were staying. 
RESULTS 
AGE-LEjYGTH CO.IIPOSITIO.\' 01; T H E  SAITHE 
In area A, almost all the saithe were two years old and mainly 30-34 cm 
throughout the sampling period in 1982 (Fig. 2 ) .  111 March 1983 the same year 
class, now three years old, dominated, but some two-year-old saithe began to 
appear. One-year-old fish nexrer occurred in the samples from this area. 
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Fig. 2. AREA A .  Length distributioll of the saithe split into 1 cm length-groups 
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In  area B, thc length composition was more variable (Fig. 3 ) .  Tlle sainplcs 
contained at  tiines much onc-year-old fish, ~v i th  a illaximuin occurcnce in July 
of about 56%. This may bc cluc to having fished closer to the shore thail in 
area A. Throughout most of the sampling pcriocl two-)mr-old fish were 
domi~lailt in arca B. 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 sllo~u that there \\.as \.el.). little gro\vth of thc saitlle in the 
two areas duriilg the san~plillg period. I11 arca X tllc lncan Icngth of tllc 1980 
year class ( t~ \ .o-~ear-olds)  itlcrcasecl hy 3.1 cm kon1 1 June 1982 to I klnrcll 
1983. In  area B thc lneall Icngtll of tllc saine ycar class sho\ved an increase of 
about 1.3 till cluriilg 3 112 months. 
STO.\il CII FIl,I,I,\'C; 
Only O.6'/0 of the stomachs werc cmpty. Fish \\~hich had rcgurgitatccl werc 
not observed. 
There was no significant cliffcrcncc ill the amount of foocl in the stomachs 
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Fig. 3. AREA 'II. Length distr~bution of tllc saithc split into 1 c111 length-groups 
among the major length-groups. The total wet weight of the stomach 
was therefore used as a measure of stomach filling (Fig. 4).  
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Fig. 4. Stomach filling expressed by the total wet weigllt of the stomach content, i n c l ~ ~ d i n g  
unidentified I'ragments, gastric juices, and small parasites. Length-groups: (a)25-29 cm, 
(h)30-34 cm, (c)35-39 cm, (d)40-44 cm. n: nu~llhcr  of saithe, 2 mean, ~ 1 ~ 1 1 :  standard 
error of mcan. 
The  majority of the samples in area A showed that the largest saithe had 
most food in their stomachs, but there were no statistically significant 
differences among the length-groups. Fig. 4 shows that the variation within 
the same length-group from time to time was great. 
I n  area B, as in area A, a clear relationship between the amount of food in 
the stomachs and the length of the fish was not observed. I n  the only sample 
taken in the morning (24 September) there was remarkably less food in the 
stomachs. 
The  stomach content expressed as grams of food per kilogram of saithe was 
not significantly related to the predator. The mean weight of the prey 
organisms generally increased with increasing length of the saithe (Table 1 ) .  
By summing the weights of all prey organisms counted in one stomach, the 
total weight of the stomach content was estimated. This estimate was less than 
the observed total weight of the content before the analysis. Fragments of 
organisms, digestive fluids, and gastric parasites, which were not taken into 
consideration, are possible reasons for this difference. Table 2 may therefore 
suggest the degree of digestion of the stomach content. The time lapse from 
catching to fixation was more or less the same for each sample. 
Table 1. Mean weight (mg) per prey organism for each length-group: (a) 25-29 cm, (b) 
3&34cm, (c) 35-39 cm, (d) 40-44 cm and main prey at each sampling time. 
Area 
and 
date 
Length-group 
Mean Main prey 
a b c d  
A 
lJune 82 
25 J ~ m e  82 
29 July 82 
31 Aug 82 
30 Sept 82 
1 March 83 
1.35 1.37 1.36 Calanus finmarchicus 
10.63 2.91 19.96 11.17 Fish (cod & sand lances) 
0.75 0.89 0.66 0.77 Oikopleura sp. 
0.62 1.33 8.00 3.32 Oikopleura, C. finmarch., 
Fish (horse mackerel) 
0.66 0.74 0.70 Oikopleura sp. 
6.87 9.33 10.76 8.99 Krill 
Mean 0.62 3.60 3.87 10.46 
B 
10 June 82 1.52 2.31 4.17 2.67 C. finmarchicus, krill 
8 July 82 1.68 1.67 9.67 4.34 C.finm., fish (gadoids) 
23 Aug 82 1.34 2.17 1.76 C.finm., hyperbenthos 
23 Sept 82 1.00 2.35 2.31 1.89 Oikopl., fish (whiting, 
sand lances, horse mackerel) 
24 Sept 82 1.63 1.81 1.72 Brachyura, P. abyssorum, 
Oikopleura sp. 
Mean 1.34 1.87 4.03 4.17 
Table 2. Estimated total weight (sum of all analysed organisms) as a percentage of the total 
weight of the complete stomach content before the analysis; (a) 25-29 cm, (b) 30-34 cm,  (c) 
35-39 cm, (d) 40-44 cm. 
Area Length-group 
and T ~ m e  (local) 
date a b c d 
A 
1 June 82 1800-2000 45 51 
25 June 82 1800- 1900 64 41 63 
29 July 82 1830-2000 47 51 46 
31 Aug 82 1800-1900 77 61 94 
30 skpt 82 1500-1530 46 45 
1 March 83 1400- 1445 59 69 39 
B 
10 June 82 2000-2200 53 42 36 
8 July 82 2000-22 10 54 49 70 
23 Aug 82 2000-2200 62 60 
23 Sept 82 2000-2030 42 53 50 
24 Sept 82 08 15-0845 35 26 
A GENERAL OVERVIEM70F THE FOOD FOUND IX T H E  SAITHEST0,MACHS 
The view is based on the contribution by weight of different prey to the 
nutrition. 
Fig. 5 shows that the diet of the saithe in area A at most sampled times was 
dominated by a certain prey group, regardless of the size of the predator. In 
this area the saithe fed almost exclusively upon pelagic prey. The complete 
sampling period in area A showed the following most important prey catego- 
ries: 
Weight ('10) Number (%) 
Fish prey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  31.8 0.0014 
Oikopleura spp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  28.5 79.9 
Krill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13.9 2.1 
Calanusjnmarchicus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9.3 9.6 
Chaetognatha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.7 3.0 
In weight the most important fish species preyed upon were cod, Gadus 
morhua, and horse mackerel, Trachurus trachurus. In numbers, postlarvae of sand 
lances (fam. Ammodytidae), herring (Clupea hare~zgus), and mackerel (Scovzber 
scombrus) dominated. Thysanoessa inermis was the most important krill species, 
and Sagitta elegans was the only observed chaetognath. 
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Fig. 5. AREA A .  A general overview of the nutrition of the saithe given in relative amounts by 
weight ('10). The apparently most important categories are emphasized by specific syn~bols. 
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Fig. 5 cont. 
I11 area B, there were greater clifferences alnolig Ictlgtli-groups 1vit11 respect 
to prey (Fig. 6) .  In  this area prey items belonging to epifauna atid hyper- 
benthos were found in the stomachs. Of such prey the isopocl Ido/ea ~leglectn was 
the only species found in the first samples. Later, different species of amphi- 
pods occurred. I t  is reasonable to conclude that the saithe used different 
. . 
strategies to catch true pelagic prey, prey attached to algae or prey living near 
or on the bottom. Keverthelcss, it was not unusual to detect 120th pelagic 
species and epifauna in the same stomach. 
The  complete sanipli~lg period in area B showed the follo~ving most 
important prey categories: 
Calni1ztsJii~mairl12~~s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  33.5 56.5 
Fishprey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  28.1 0.2 
Epifauna and 11)iperbenthos. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9.2 1.2 
Krill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7.0 4.9 
Ozkofileuin spp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.1 22.1 
Cod, and other unspecified gadoids, were the most important fish prey by 
weight. By number, herring and sand lances were the most important fish 
prey. Tl;ysn~zoessn inemis  was the dominant krill species. 
QCl A'TIT-4 TII 'E AiYA4L,17SI,S OF T H E  AI.IOST I,WPOKT24,\'T PRE17 ORGA,\%S,\.I.S IAY THE 
S A I T H E  STO.If.4 CH 
CalanzisJi~znzn~chicus (Gu~lnerus) 
AREA A (Table 3) 
Caln?zus ,fin~nn~-chicus was the most important prey for the saithe it1 the 
samples taken in the beginning o f June ,  constitutillg almost 87 O/o of the total 
amount of nutrition by weight. Alrracly by the end of this month the 
importance of C .  Ji~z?nnrcllicus \\'as remarkably rccl~~cccl. Not before the encl of 
August clid the amount of C,/inmnrchiczls in the stomach content again increase, 
but only to a level of about 30 O/O of the amount on 1 June .  During autumn and 
winter C.Jirz~~znrcl~icus seemed to constitute a minor part of the saithe nutrition. 
Taking the total sampling period into account, there \\?as a significant 
differende between length-groups 30-34 cni and 35-39 cni in regard to the 
number of preyed C.Jinnznrclzius. Generally the smallest fish had preyed the 
greatest number. 
Tlie mcan ~\geigl~t of the saithe in length-groups 30-34 cnl and 35-39 cm was 
respecti\,cly 0.30 kg and 0.38 kg (I\' = 0.0085L:', nrherr I\' is in grams and L in 
centimeters ). Baseci on this, the quantity of CJi~~mcirchiczis in milligrams per 
kilogram saithe in length-group 33-39 clll amountccl to about 40 O/O oft l lat  in 
length-group 30-34 cm. 
25-29 cm 
10 JUNE 82 
LENGTH- GROUPS 
30-3Lcm 35-39 cm LO-LLcm 
Fig. 6. AREA B. A general overview of the nutrition of the saithe given in relative amounts by 
weight (%). The apparently most important categories are emphasized by specific 
symbols. 
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Table 3. The feeding of different length-groups of saithe upon Calanzlsjnmarchim (Gunnerus). p: number of saithe stomachs, w/p: absolute weight 
(mg) of this prey per predator, w(%): rclative weight of this prey in the diet, nlp: absolute number per predator, n(%): relative number in the dict. +:less 
than 0.1. 
Length-group 
Area 
and 25 - 29 cm 30 - 34 cm 35 - 39 cm 40 - 44 cm 
date 
A 
1 June 82 
25 June 82 
29 July 82 
31 Aug 82 1 74.0 27.9 
30 Sept 82 
1 March 83 
n/p n(%) p wlp w(%) nip n(%) p wip w(%) nlp n(%) p w/p w(%) nlp n(%) 
- - -  
B 
10 June 82 19 762.4 68.0 546 73.8 7 365.7 47.9 252 76.1 3 + + 0 0 
8 July 82 19 592.6 61.9 439 77.2 19 265.4 52.0 209 68.3 11 145.1 7.2 110 52.7 
23 Aug 82 1 770.0 90.5 576 90.4 2 316.0 45.9 236 74.3 
23 Sept 82 3 15.3 9.1 12 6.9 13 14.0 1.7 11 3.0 4 13.5 0.9 10 1.6 
24 Sept 82 14 0.7 0.4 1 0.5 10 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3 
AREA B (Table 3) 
I n  arca B C r ~ l a n i ~ s  Jitzttza~.chicz~s seemed to be the most important organism 
clurillg a longer period than in the other arca, extencling from the beginning of 
\June and to the end of August. The  sampling in September sho~\red a 
remarkable decrease in the amount of C.Jirztlzarchiczls in the saithc diet. 
'Table 4 shows Ilo\v uniform the preying upon C:/ilz/tlarchiczts \vas in both 
areas. C,/itznzn,-cliiczts sccmcd to occur at Icast as frcc~ucntl>~ in the diet in area A 
as in arca B. Comparison of the trvo areas o\.er the same time, rxclucling 1 
h'larcll in ar ra  A, sho\vs ho\vcvcr that the amount by ~veight of this copcpocl 
per predator for length-groups 30-34 cm ancl 35-39 cm in area X \\?as 
rcspcctivrly 53% and 75% of the corresponcling amounts in area B. 
Also in arca B, the smallest saithe prcyccl most upon this copcpocl. T h e  
mean \\?eight of saitlie in length-groups 25-29 cm, 30-34 cm, ancl 35-39 cm in 
arca B was 0.18 kg, 0.30 kg, and 0.38 kg, respecti\.cly. The  quantity of 
C.Ji~znzarchic~z~s in ~llilligrams per kilogram of saithr in Icngtll-group 35-39 cnl 
was 34% and 12% of the amounts in length-groups 30-34 cnl ancl 2 5 2 9  cm: 
respectively. 
Table 3 shows a very low percentage of CJitzttznt-chicus in 35-39 em saithc 
taken in July. Two out of ele\.en fish had preyed upon cod. ancl these t ~ v o  fish 
were the cause of this lo\\, percentage. Cod contributed to the group by as 
much as 86 '10 by weight. 
T h e  mean size of the copcpods seemed to he largest in the stomachs of the 
largest fish. I n  area 4 the clif'cerence bet~veen copcpods preyed up011 by 30-34 
cm and 35-39 crn saithc was only 0.04 mg, and in area B the diff'erence 
between copepods preyed by 25-29 cm ancl 35-39 crn saithc Ivas 0.1 1 mg. In  
drtermillg this, the length of the copepocls \\,as computed accordi~lg to the 
length-weight relationship found by Boco~o\. (1959). 
Oikopleura spp. 
I t  is very difficult to identify different species be long i~~g  to this genus, 
especially from stomach content. Se~~cr thc lcss ,  the clominating species in both 
areas during the entire sampling periocl \vas Oikople l~~-a  dioicn. 
AREA A (Table 6) 
T h e  amount of 0 1 k o p l e z ~ ~ n  spp. in the saithc diet was characterized by two 
distinct modes, the first at the end of July and the second, and largest, a t  the 
end of September. The  diet of the saithe in winter (klarch) did not contain 
Ozkoplezt~a spp. a t  all. When these appendicularians were present in the 
plankton, most saithc preyed this food source (Table 5).  
Table 4. Percentage of all saitlle at each sainpliilg time that had preyecl upon Calanlcr 
Jinrnnrchzctu. 
A: 
Date I Junc 82 25 June 82 29 July 82 31 Aug 82 30 Sept 82 1 March 83 
Percentage 100 87 7 8 94 76 58 
B : 
Date 10 June 82 8 July 82 23 Aug 82 23 Scpt 82 24 Sept 82 
Percentage 86 98 67 60 33 
Table 5. Percentage ofall saithe at each sampling time that had preyed r~pvn Ozk~plezon spp. 
A: 
Date 1 June 82 25 June 82 29 July 82 31 Aug 82 30 Sept 85 1 March 83 
Percentage 64 109 98 89 100 0 
B : 
Date 10 June 82 8 July 82 23 Aug 82 23 Sept 82 24 Sept 82 
Percentage 72 96 100 90 7 1 
The differences between the two length-groups in regard to the amount of 
Oikopleu~a spp. in the diet were small, altliough statistically significant (com- 
mon levels of significance). The quantity in nlilligrams per kilogram of saithe 
in the length-group 30-34 cm was about 94 '10 of that in the length-group 35- 
39 cm. 
AREA B (Table 6) 
In this area Oikopleu?-a spp. 1vas the most important food item for the saithe 
in samples taken at the end of September. These organisms did not seem to be 
as important in this area as in area A. In September Oikopleu~a spp. matie up 
only about 15% by weight of the total amount of nutrition. The quantity in 
milligrams per kilogram of saithe in the length-group 30-34 cm and 35-39 cm 
made up only 13% and 9%; respectively, of the amounts for the correspond- 
ing length-groups in area A. 
There were small differences among the length-groups in regard to the 
number and weight of Olko/)lez~tn spp.. Table 3 shows how frequently speci- 
mens of this genus occurred in the stomachs. 
Table 6. The feeding of different lcngth-groups of saithe upon Oikopleura spp. p: number of saithe stomachs, wlp: absolute weight (mg) of thls prey per 
predator, w (%): relative weight of this prey in the diet, nip: absolute number per predator, n ('70): relative number in thc diet. +: less'than 0.1. 
Length-group 
Area 
and 25 - 29 cm 30 - 34 cm 35 - 39 cm 40 - 44 cm 
date 
p wlp w(%) nlp n(%) p wlp w(%) nlp n(%) p wip w(%) nip n(%) p w/p w(%) nip n(%) 
A 
1 June 82 19 12.0 2.0 24 5.4 3 35.0 5.3 70 14.7 N 
25 June 82 19 61.3 2.5 123 53.8 10 47.2 8.0 94 46.8 1 18.0 0.6 36 25.9 2 
29 July 82 20 520.0 58.4 1037 87.4 19 497.7 48.8 995 86.8 1 398.5 69.2 797 91.9 
31 Aug 82 1 185.5 70.0 371 86.5 20 56.5 17.0 113 45.0 15 47.6 3.0 95 47.4 
30 Sept 82 21 1128.5 68.9 2260 91.4 20 1140.0 61.8 2282 91.8 
1 March 83 7 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 20 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 6 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
B 
10 June 82 19 33.3 3.0 66 9.0 7 11.2 1.5 22 6.8 3 16.6 2.2 33 18.1 
8 July 82 19 13.7 1.4 27 4.8 19 26.4 5.2 53 17.3 1 1  31.2 1.5 62 30.0 
23 Aug 82 1 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 2 16.0 2.3 32 9.9 
23 Sept 82 3 62.5 37.2 125 74.3 13 125.4 14.8 251 69.6 4 223.6 15.4 447 71.0 
24 Sept 82 14 32.5 16.0 65 52.1 10 19.4 10.2 39 36.9 
Euphausiacen - Krill 
AREA A (Table 7) 
During summer and autumn the saithe preyed upon the furcilia stages of 
the krill. The amounts were small, with the highest values occurring at the end 
of June and July. 
In  winter, however, krill semed to be the most important prry. In samples 
taken in March, krill made up about 70°/o of the eztimated total weight of thc 
stomach content. Almost all of the krill were adults. Thysanoessa inermir was the 
most frequently occurring species. In March more saithe in the length-group 
35-39 cm preyed upon krill than did saithe in the length-group 30-34 cm. 
During the sampling period the size of the krill found in the stomach varied 
from 1.2 mg on 1 June to 1 1.8 mg on 1 March. 
AREA B (Table 7) 
Only during the sampling period in June was krill an important component 
in the saithe diet. The saithe had preyed upon both the furcilia and adult 
stages. In  June krill seemed to br more important as food for the largrst saithe, 
both by number and weight. 
Epi fauna and hyperbenthos 
Some isopods and amphipods live on or just above the bottom, or attached 
to various algae. Only isopods of the genus Idotea were found in the saithe diet. 
All species of Idotea, because of their mode of living, were placed in this fauna 
group. The observed amphipods, except Parathemisto abyssorurn, also belong to 
this group. 
AREA A (Table 8) 
The saithe in this area seemed to prey only meagerly upon epifauna and 
hyperbenthos. Only a t  the beginning of June did such prey make up more 
than 1% of the estimated total weight. 
AREA B (Table 8) 
In contrast to the other area, epifauna and hyperbenthos played an 
important role as food for saithe in this area. From the beginning of July and 
during the rest of the sampling period the saithe preyed upon these organisms. 
Isopods and amphipods dominated this fauna group at different times. In July 
the isopod Idotea neglecta was the most common species. In August and 
September four to five genera of amphipods dominated. The most important 
genera were Jassa, Caprella, Parajassn and Garnmarellzrs. 
Table 7. The feeding of different length-groups of saithe upon euphausiacea - krill. p: nurnber of saithe stomachs, wlp: absolute weight (mg) of this 
prey per predator, w(%): relative weight of this prey in the diet, nlp: absolute number per predator, n(%): relative number in the diet. +: less than 0. I .  
Length-group 
Area 
and 25 - 29 cm 30 - 34 crn 35 - 39 cnl 40 - 44 cm 
date 
p w/p w(%) nlp n(%) p wlp w(%) nip n(%) p wip w(%) nlp n(%) p wlp w(%) nip n(%) 
- -- 
A 
I June 82 19 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 3 1.6 0.3 1 0.3 
25 June 82 19 99.1 4.1 17 7.4 10 39.3 6.7 7 3.3 1 51.5 1.9 31 22.3 g 
29 July 82 20 82.5 9.3 29 2.4 19 41.6 4.1 13 1 . 1  1 4.0 0.7 2 0.2 0 
31 Aug 82 I 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 20 10.5 3.1 4 1.7 15 13.1 0.8 5 2.5 
30 Scpt 82 21 3.2 0.2 1 + 20 0.9 + 0.3 + 
1 March 83 7 558.0 65.9 47 38.3 20 1095.8 75.3 90 57 4 6 549.0 63.6 54 70.9 
B 
I0 June 82 19 128.1 11.4 67 9.0 7 325.0 42.6 34 10.4 3 591.0 77.1 121 65.9 
8 July 82 19 30.3 3.2 19 3.4 19 9.2 1.8 5 1.6 11 5.6 0.3 3 1.4 
23 Aup 82 1 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
23 SEpt 82 3 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 13 0.9 0.1 0.4 0.1 4 4.5 0.3 2 0.3 
24 Scpt 82 14 1.8 0.9 0.2 0.2 10 1.2 0.6 + 0.1 
Tablc 8. The fccding of different length-groups of saithe upon epifauna and hyperbenthos. p: numbcr of saithe stomachs, wlp: absolute wcipht (mg) o[ 
this prey per predator. w(%): relativc weight of this prcy in thc diet, nip: absolute number per predator. n(%): relative numbcr in thc diet. +: less than 
0. I .  
Lenpth-group 
- -- Area 
and 25 - 29 cin 30 - 34 75 - 39 cm 40 - 44 crn 
date 
p w/p W(%) nip n(%) p wlp w(%) nlp n(%) p wlp w(%) nlp n(%) p wlp w(%) nip n(%) 
- -  p -  
A 
I June 82 19 12.6 2.1 0.3 0.1 3 0.G 0.0 0 0.0 IQ 
25 June 82 19 0.5 + 0.2 + I 0  0.0 0.0 0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 2 
29 July 87 70 1.5 0.2 0.1 i- I9 + + + t I 0.0 0.0 O 0.0 
3 1 Aug 82 I 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15 0 O .  + + 
30 Sept 82 21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20 l . ?  0.1 0.2 + 
I March 83 7 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.7 20 9.3 + + + 6 3.0 0.4 0.1 0.2 
B 
10 Junc 87 19 0.8 0.1 0.3 + 7 1.4 0.- 1 0.2 3 3.0 0.1 1 0 . 5  
8 July 82 19 210.521.9 6 O 19 136.626.8 5 1.8 1 1  22.0 1.1 4 1.7 
23 Aug 82 1 30.0 3.6 8 1.2 2 342.0 49.7 27 8.5 
23 Sept 82 3 1.3 0.8 1 0.6 13 19.0 2.7 3 1.0 4 229.7 15.7 25 3.9 
24 Sept 82 14 37.8 18.7 8 6.5 10 43.3 72.8 9 8.9 
- 
Tlrcre was 1x0 clcar relationship between the size of the saithe and the 
amount of epifauna and hyperbenthos in the diet. However, in September the 
largest saithe seemed to have fed the most upon such prey. 
Teleostei - Fish (Larvae andyearlings) 
AREA A (Table 9) 
Especially at  the end of June and end of August fish prey made up a great 
part of the saithe nutrition. In August, however, the fish prey was not evenly 
distributed among the saithe. Fewer saithe had preyed upon fish than during 
most of the other sample periods (Table lo) ,  but the fish prey consisted of 
rather big yearlings of horse mackerel (Trachurus trachurus), which contributed 
significantly to the total amount by weight. 
The  number of fish per saithe did not seem to vary very much among the 
length-groups (Table 9), but because of a relatively large range in size of the 
fish prey there were differences among the length-groups at  times in the 
absolute and relative amounts by weight. A Mann-Whitney test was perfor- 
med to show eventual differences in the number of fish prey per saithe with 
respect to predator length. The results from the combined samples showed no 
significant differences. 
AREA B (Table 9) 
In  July and September different fish species were quite frequent in the diet. 
Only three saithe were available in August and the data are too few to justify 
any general conclusions. From July onwards, as in area A, it seems to be more 
common for the largest saithe to prey on fish (Table 10). 
T h e  fish prey consisted of different species at  different times. Table 11 
shows what species the saithe preyed upon, and the relative amount of all fish 
prey by weight. The  most common fish larvae and yearlings in the diet are the 
following: 
HERRING. In  area A larvae of herring, Clupea harengus, (16-22 mm) were 
found in the saithe diet in July. I n  area B a few small ones were also found in 
July, but in September a greater quantity appeared in the diet (about 20 mm).  
COD.  Yearlings of cod, Gadus morhua, (35-70 mm) were never numerous in 
the diet, but because of their size, they made up an  important part of the 
stomach contents in June and July. The saithe had also preyed upon yearlings 
of other gadoids. 
HORSE MACKEREL. Yearlings of horse mackerel, Trachurus trachurus, did 
not appear in the diet until August and September. Because of their relatively 
great size (up  to 75 mm) ,  they contributed sig~lificantly to the diet. 
SAND LANCES. Species of the family Ammodytidae seemed to be popular 
food for the saithe. In  area A several saithe had preyed upon sand lances of 
Table 9. The feeding of different length-groups of saithe upon fish. p: number of saithe stomachs, wlp: absolute weight (mg) of this prey per predator, 
w(%): relative weight of this prey in the diet, nip: absolute number per predator, n(%): relative number in the diet. +: less than 0.1. 
Arca 
and 25 - 29 cm 30 - 34 cm 35 - 39 cm 40 - 44 cm 
-- date 
p w/p w(%) nlp n(%) p wlp w(%) nip n(%) p wlp w(%) nip n(%) p wlp w(%) nip n(%) 
- 
A 
lJune 82 19 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 3 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
25 June 82 19 1949.9 80.4 2 0.9 10 196.3 33.4 1 0.2 1 2500.0 90.1 4 2.9 
29 July 82 20 50.4 5.7 4 0.3 19 255.0 25.0 1 + I 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
31 Aug 82 1 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 20 82.0 24.6 + + 15 1409.3 87.6 0.4 0.2 
30 Sept 82 21 9.3 0.6 0.4 + 20 241.6 13.1 1 + 
1 March 83 7 71.4 8.5 1 0.7 20 89.0 6.1 1 0.8 6 141.6 17.8 3 4.5 
B 
10 June 82 19 10.2 0.9 0.2 + 7 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 3 33.3 4.3 1 0.4 
8 July 82 19 0.4 0.0 0.1 + 19 21.8 4.3 0.2 0.1 11 1775.6 88.1 1 0.5 
23 Aug 82 1 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
23 Sept 82 3 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 13 442.5 52.3 2. 0.3 4 606.2 41.5 1 0.1 
24 Sept 82 14 25.0 12.3 1 0.8 10 17.6 9.2 1 1.0 
Table 10. Pcrcc~itugc of all saithc that had preyed upon fish larvae and yearlings at each 
sampling timc for thc two Icngth-groups b30-34 c~tl and c-35-39 cm. 
Date 1 June 82 25 June 82 29 July 82 31 Aug 82 30 Sept 82 1 March 83 
A: 
Length-group b c b c b c b c b c b c 
Percentage 0 0 79 46 50 32 5 20 29 50 43 60 
Date 10 June 82 8 July 82 23 Aug 82 23 Sept 82 24 Sept 82 
Length-group b c b c b c b c b c 
Percentage 21 0 26 70 0 - 42 75 39 40 
25-65 m m  size in June and of 20-35 mm size in March. In  area B the greatest 
number of sand lances (22-29 mm)  per saithe occurred in September, but the 
sand lances were very unevenly distributed among the predators. 
DRAGONET.  Small lar\.ae (5-7 mm) of dragonet, Callio~ynzzls sp., Sconzbel 
scombrzis, (3-13 rnm), were common in the saithe diet. 
Euchnetn norvegiccr, a carnivorous copepod, was found throughout the entire 
sampling period in the stomachs of saithe in area A. The greatest amounts 
were found in June, comprising up to 15 % of the estimated total weight 
(Table 12). I n  area B this copepod also occurred in greatest quantity in June 
(Table 12). 
Metridia longa, another copepod, made up a small part of the diet in area A 
except in September. The  greatest amounts of ilil.longa were found in March 
(Table 13). In  area B there were greater variances in the occurrence of this 
copepod in the diet, but the greatest amounts were found in June and July. 
Parathemisto abyssarum, the most frequently found amphipod in the saithe 
diet, seemed to be most important for the saitlle in autumn and winter. The  
sampling in September in both areas, and in March in area 4, indicated this 
(Table 14). 
Sagitta elegans, the only occurring chaetognath in the saithe stomachs, was 
more frequently observed in the diet in September than in other sampling 
periods, without regard to areas (Table 15). 
Larvae of crabs are difficult to idcntif)?. especially in the different zoea 
stages. The  megalopa stages contain more characteristics, which made it 
possible to identify these stages in H ~ a s  maneus and Cancel pr~gurus. H.a~aneus  
only occurred in the saithe stomachs in June and ,July. Crab larvae were most 
important as food for thc saithe in September, especially ill area B. In  area A 
Tablc 11. Spccies composition of the fish that saithe prcyed upon givcn in number per 100 saithe. Largc nuinbcrs are underlined. (+) less than I % by 
wcight. Lcngth-groupc: (a) 25--29 cm, (b) 30-34 cm, (c) 35-39 crn, (d) 40-44 cm. 
Date 
AREA A 1 June 83 25 June 87 29 July 82 31 Aug 82 30 Scpt 82 1 March 83 
--
a b c d a b c d a b c d a b c d a b c d a b c d  
Fish wcight (%) 0 O 81 33 90 6 75 O O 25 88 1 13 9 6 24 
Clupea hanngut 270 
Gadm mo~.hua 58  30 11 
Trisoptem esmarkii 5 
1Molua mlua 5 
Triglidae, fam. 15 
Trachuw truchum 5 
Ammodytidae, fain. - 105 - 300 
Callionymur spp. 33 20 
Scomber scombm 47 40 125 47 
Limanda limanda 5 
Microstomzts kitt 5 5 
Fish, unspecified 37 10 100 35 114 
Table 1 1. cont. 
AREA B 10 June 82 8 July 82 23 Sept 82 24 Sept 82 
Fish, weight (%) I +  4 +  4 8 8  O O 
Clupea ilarengus 5 
Gadidae, fam. 20 
Gadus morhua 
Pollachius pollachius 
Merlagiz~r merlargus 
Gadimlus argetlteur 
Trachunu trachunrs 
Pholis gunelus 
Ammody tidae, farn. 
Callionpus spp. 
Gobiidae, fam. 
Scomber scombrus 
Limanda limanda 
Fish, unspecified 
Table 12. The feeding of different length-group of saithe upon Euchaeta n o q u a ,  Boeck. p: number of saithe stomachs, w/p: absolutte weight (mg) of 
this prey per predator, w(%): relative weight of this prey in the diet, nip: absolute number per predator, n(%): relative number in the diet. +:less than 
0.1. 
Length-group 
Area 
and 25 - 29 cm 30 - 34 crn 35 - 39 cm 40 - 44 crn 
date 
p wlp w(%) nlp n(%) p wlp w(%) nlp n(%) p wlp w(%) nip n(%) p wlp w(%) n/p n(%) 
A 
1 June 82 19 9.3 1.6 2 0.3 3 27.3 4.2 4 0.8 
25 June 82 19 102.6 4.2 17 7.5 10 89.8 15.3 14 6.7 1 66.0 2.4 10 7.2 
29 July 82 20 6 . 9 0 . 8  1 0.1 19 5.4 0.5 1 0.1 1 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 .I 
3 1 Aug 82 1 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 20 2.6 0.8 0.4 0.2 15 2.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 
30 Sept 82 21 12.3 0.8 2 0.1 20 13.0 0.7 2 0.1 
1 March 83 7 7.3 0.9 1 0.9 20 12.5 0.9 2 1.2 6 22.3 2.6 3 3.7 
B : 
10 June 82 19 100.3 8.9 22 3.0 7 13.7 1.8 2 0.7 3 48.7 6.3 8 4.2 
8 July 82 19 + + 0 . 3 0 . 1  19 + + + + 1 1  + + + + 
23 Aug 82 1 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
23 Sept 82 3 13.3 7.9 2 1.2 13 3.5 0.4 1 0.1 4 9.5 0.7 2 0.3 
24 Sept 82 14 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 10 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
Table 13. The feeding cf different length-groups of saithe upon Metridia longa (Lubbock). p: number of saithe stomachs, w/p: absolute weight (mg) of 
this prey per predator, w(%): relative weight of this prey in the diet, nip: absolute number per predator, n(%): relative number in the diet. +: less than 
0.1. 
Area 
and 
date 
p w/p w(%) nip n(%) p wlp w(%) nip n(%) p wip w(%) nip n(%) p wip w(%) nip n(%) 
A 
1 June 82 
25 June 82 
29 July 82 
31 Aug 82 
30 Sept 82 
1 March 83 
B 
10 June 82 19 18.4 1.6 12 1.7 7 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 3 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
8 July 82 i9  18.2 1.9 12 2.0 19 6.9 1.4 4 1.4 1 1  8.9 0.4 5 2.5 
23 Aug 82 1 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 2 + + 1 0.3 
23 Sept 82 3 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 13 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 4 18.6 1.3 12 1.9 
24 Sept 82 14 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 10 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
Table 14. The feeding of different length-groups of saithe upoil Parathemisto abyssorurn, Boeck. p: number of saithe stomachs, w/p: absolute weight (mg) of 
this prey per predator, w(%): relative weight of this prey in the diet, nlp: absolute number per predator, n(%): relative number in the diet. +: less than 
0.1. 
Area 
and 
date 
p wip w(%) nip n(%) p wip w(%) nip n(%) p wip w(%) nip n(%) p wip w(%) nip n(%) 
A 
1 June 82 
25 June 82 
29 July 82 
31 Aug 82 
30 Sept 82 
1 March 83 
- - - - 
B 
10 June 82 19 2 6 2  2 3  5 0 6  7 2 4 4  3 2  5 1 5  3 7 3 3  9 6  15 8 0  
8 July 82 19 3 7 5  3 9  12 2 1  19 2 2 3  4 4  7 2 3  1 1  1 9 0  0 9  5 2 4  
23 Aug 82 1 0 0  0 0  0 0 0  2 0 0  0 0  0 0 0  
23 Scpt 82 3 5 0  3 0  1 0 6  13 2 3 1  2 7  4 1 2  4 7 1 2  4 9  1 1  1 8  
24 Scpt 82 14 3 3 5  1 6 4  10 7 8  10 2 4 1  1 2 7  7 6 6  
Table 15. The feeding of different length-groups of saithe upon Sagitta elegans, Verill. p: number of saithe stomachs, wlp: absolute weight (mg) of this 
prey per predator, w(%): relative weight of this prey in the diet, nip: absolute number per predator, n(%): relative number in the diet. +: less than 0.1. 
Length-group 
- Area 
and 25 - 29 cm 30 - 34 cm 35 -- 39 cm 40 - 44 cm 
date 
F w/p w(%) nip n(%) p w/p w(%) nip n(%) p wip w(%) nip n(%) p wip w(%) nlp n(%) 
A 
1 June 82 19 + + 0.2 + 3 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
25 June 52 19 15.3 0.6 6 2.6 10 11.4 1.9 4 2.2 1 + + 2 1.4 2 
29 Jilly 82 20 16.1 1.8 6 0.5 19 16.1 1.6 6 0.5 1 5.0 0.9 2 0.2 
31 Aug 82 1 0.0 0.9 0 0.0 20 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 15 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
30 Sept 82 21 270.1 16.5 104 4.2 20 217.2 11.8 84 3.4 
1 March 83 7 50.1 5.9 19 15.7 20 60.4 4.2 23 14.9 6 3.0 0.3 1 1.5 
B 
10 June 82 19 7.1 0.6 3 0.4 7 5 . 9 0 . 8  2 0.7 3 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
8 July 82 19 + + 0.1 + 19 + + + + 1 1  0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0 
23 Aug 82 1 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
23 Sept 82 3 21.6 12.9 8 5.0 13 30.7 3.6 12 3.3 4 78.6 5.4 30 4.8 
24 Sept 82 14 4.6 2.3 2 1.4 10 2.8 1.5 1 1.0 
at this time crab larvae made up about 3 O/O of the estimated total weight, 
while in area B they comprised, as a mean, up to above 20 % (Table 16). 
Other decapodalarvae also occurred in the saithe diet. In area A this was 
only in June and July, but in area B this occurred during the entire sampling 
period. The prey consisted of larvae of different shrimps (Caridea), hermit 
crabs (fam. Paguridae), and squat lobsters (Munida spp. and Galathea spp.). In 
area A specimens of the genus Munida occurred in greatest quantities. In area 
B there was a greater mixture of different decapodalarvae in the diet. 
Clione limacina, a carnivarous pteropod, was found in the stomach only in 
area A. This species seemed to occur only in autumn and winter, as it was only 
identified in the diet in September and March. The largest fish seemed to prey 
most upon C.limacina, which in September composed up to 2.6 % of the 
estimated total weight. 
Spiratella(Limacina) retroversa, a herbivorous pteropod, was found in area A in 
the diet samples taken from the end of June until the end of September. The 
greatest quantity was found in July, when it composed up to 2.4 % of the 
estimated total weight (Table 17) .  In area B scattered registrations of 
S.retroversa were found in the diet of saithe during the entire sampling period. 
However, the quantities were never as great as in the other area. 
Of other apparently minor prey the following can be mentioned: Fragments 
of algae, especially of the red algae Ceramium rubrum. 
Hydroids. Polyps, especially Obelia sp., were occasionally found in the 
saithe diet in area B. 
The sea gooseberry, Pleurobrachia pileus, was encountered in the diet from 
September onwards. The largest fish had preyed most upon P.pileus (up to a 
number of 16 per saithe in area B), and the larger the saithe was, the more 
common it also was for them to prey upon sea goosberries. 
The holoplanktonic polychaete Tomopteris helgolandica was not found in the 
diet of saithe caught before September, as in the case of P.pileus. In area A up 
to 4.7 per saithe were observed. 
The copepods Calanus hyperboreus, Psevdocalanus elongatus (including some 
Paracalanus parvus because of difficulties in distinguishing these species), 
Metridia lucens, Centropages typicur, C.hamatus, and Temora longicornis all made up 
a minor part of the diet at  times. The copepods Candacia armata, Anomalocera 
patersoni, and Acartia sp. were rarely found in the saithe diet. 
SAMPLlArG OF PLAATKTOAT FOR COMPARISOlV M'ITH T H E  DIET OF T H E  SAITHE 
The results from the sampling of zooplankton are shown in Table 18. In 
area A samples of zooplankton were taken regularly; in area B, only in 
connection with the sampling of saithe in June. 
Table 16. The feeding of differcnt Icngth-group of szithc upon brachyura (crab larvae). p: nuli~ber of saithc stoniachs. wlp: absolutc wcight (mg) of this 
prey per predator, w(%):  relative weight of this prey in thr diet, nlp: absolute number per predator, n(O/o): relative number in the diet. +: less than 0.1 
Area 
and 
date 
A 
1 Junc 82 
25 June 82 
29 July 82 
31 Aug 82 
30 Sept 87 
1 March 83 
p ~ i p  W(%) nip n(%) p wip w(%) nip n(%) p wip w(%) nip ni%) p w/p w(%) nlp il(%) 
-- 
B 
10 June 82 19 5.9 0.5 4 0.5 7 + + 1 0.3 3 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
8 July 82 19 1.4 0.2 2 0.4 19 3.1 0.6 2 0.7 1 1  1.0 + 1 0.5 
23 A~tg  82 1 + + 2 0.3  2 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
23 Sept 82 3 5.0 3.0 2 1.2 13 89.2 10.6 33 9.3 4 62.7 4.3 25 3.9 
24 Scpt 82 14 54.9 26.9 20 16.1 10 67.1 35.3 25 23.3 
Table 17. The feeding of different length-groups of saithe upon Spiratella (= Limucina) retrouersa (Flem.). p: number of saitlie stornachs, w/p: absolute 
weiglit (mg) of this prey per predator, w(%): relative wcight of this prey i n  the diet, nlp: absolutc numbcr per predator, n(%): relative number in tlic 
diet. +: less fhan 0.1. 
Area 
and 
date 
p wlp w(%) n/p n(%) p wip w(%) nip n(%) p wlp w(%) nip n(%) p w/p W(%) nip n(%) 
A 
I June 82 
25 June 82 
29 July 82 
3 1 Aug 82 
30 Sept 82 
I March 83 
B 
I0 June 82 19 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 7 + + 1 0.2 3 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
8 July 82 19 1.3 0.1 3 0.5 19 1.3 0.3 3 0.8 1 1  + + 1 0.2 
23 Aug 82 1 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 2 + + 3 0.8 
23 Sept 82 3 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 13 + + l 0.4 4 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
24 Sept 82 14 1.8 0.9 4 3.0 10 1.2 0.6 3 3.2 
Table 18. Percentage compositions of sampled zooplardton. +: less than 1 % . 
Area A .4 B A A A A A 
and date 1982- 1983 1 June 82 2 Junc 10 June 25 June 29 July 31 Aug 30 Scpt I March 83 
time (local) 2300 0500 2200 1900 2000 1900 1545 1445 
Depth (me:er) 30-3 30-3 35-18 30-5 2 M  35-0 20-12 30-0 
- 
Copepoda, nauplii 34.4 4.7 1.7 1.2 4.2 3.8 4.9 
Nauplii (unspecified) 11.8 + 
C.finmarchicus < 2.5mm 48.2 31.4 5.6 18.0 4.8 6.7 7.9 3.1 
> 2.5mm 7.2 1.8 7.0 16.2 8.0 7.0 7.9 15.8 
Microcalanur pusillu~ 1.4 1.5 + 2.9 2.0 + 
Pseudocal./Paracalanur 3.0 2.2 14.1 9.1 4.5 35.8 37.5 4.2 
Metndia longa + + + 
Centropages hamatu + 
C. t y p i m  + 1.9 + 
Temora longicornis 1.2 1.4 3.8 3.8 + + + 1.4 
Acartia sp. + + 2.3 24.0 2.2 + 1.2 
Oithona similis 8.8 6.3 30.3 41.5 54.7 35.8 35.3 6.8 
0. atlantica + + + 
Harpacticoida + + 
Evadne mrdmanni + .t 12.1 
Barnacles, nauplii 1 .8 + + + 56.2 
Barnacles, cypris 8.0 + 
Gnathia sp. + 
Amphipoda + + 
Krill, egg + 
krill, nauplii + + + 
Thysamessa sp. + 
Paguridae (zoea) -t 
Hydromedusae t + 
Gastropoda & Bivalvia 
Skiratella retroversa 
Polychaeta (trocophora) + + + 
Bryozoa (cyphonautes) 
Asteroidea (brachial.) + + + 
Ophiuroidea (pluteus) 2.8 3.5 
 chinoi idea (pluteus) + 
Sagitta elegans + + + + + 
Oikoplara sp. + 2.6 + + + 
Fritillaria borealis 14.9 13.6 2.7 + 
Fish, egg + 
Gadus morhua (2.4mm) 1 spec 
Nauplii were almost never encountered in the diet. The copepod :Ilicl-ocnln- 
nus pzi.rillus was completely absent. Despite the observation of a great number 
of Psezldocalanus and Pal-acala~zus in the plankton at  certain times: the saithe 
preyed very little upon these copepods. Acnrtin sp. was found in relatively grcat 
numbers in the plankton in July, but only very few specimens were found in 
the diet. The  cyclopoid copepod Oilholza sinzilis was a very frequently occurring 
organism in the plankton. I t  also occurred in relatively grcat numbers. 
However, O.similis never appeared in the saithe diet. In  March, nauplii of 
barnacles seemed to be the most important component of the plankton. In  the 
diet, however, these planktonic larval stages were scarce. 
During thc cntirc sampling period 90-100 % of all Ca1anzi.r ,jrznza~-ctzicus 
preyed upon by the saithc were greater than 2.3 mm total length. Among the 
plankto11 a great number of C.j~znza,zkicus were less than 2.5 mm, cspccially in 
June. The  relatively large carnivorous copepod Ezichaeta ~zol-vegia, foulld in 
small amounts in the diet, never occured in the plankton samples. :\letridin 
longa, a rclativcly common copcpod in the diet, was only identified a few times 
in the plankton. Oikopleura spp., very important prey organisms for the saithe, 
were either missing or \?cry scarce in the plankton samples. Another appcndi- 
cularian, however, Fritillaria borealis, was found in the plankton samples, but 
never in the stomach. Krill and decapodalarvae were very scarce in the 
plankton samples, although the saithe had very often preyed upon these. 
DISCUSSION 
The  age distribution showed that the le~lgth-groups between 30 and 40 cm 
were mainly dominated by one year class (two-year-old saithe). Differences in 
the diet of saithe within this length interval cannot thereforc be explai~led by 
varying ages of the saithe. The  stomach content analyses of an opportunistic 
predator, such as saithe, cz11 easily give apparently significant results which, 
however, deviate from the general pattern of nutrition. Thus the saithe wer: 
considered in 5 cm length-groups. A finer partition, e.g., 1 cm length-groups, 
wo111d have demanded a greatcr number of fish. 
In  most of the samplings in area A the saithe had nlai~lly concentrated their 
feeding on a single prey category. The most important prey at the beginning of 
June was Calanus jinmarchiczis, in July and September Oikol~leum spp. ,  and 
during wi~ltcr  krill, Thysarzoessn i~zennis. At the end of Junc and August thrre 
was a greater variation in the diet, and fish prey was now an importa~lt  
component. This agrees \vith the observations by BIIK.I.ELSES (1942) 011 the 
feeding of 0- and I-group saithe in thc Faroe Islands: whcrt a suitable prey 
organism for the saithe dominated the planktori, this prey was the most 
importarit food to almost all the saithe. 
In  area B no single species except Calanzls Jii~mn,-chicus dominatecI the diet. 
This is also confirnled by ;I grncral higher di\.ersit). in the stomach content. 
Fish prey seemed to be an important foocl itcill in July and September. From 
<July epifauna and hyperbenthos was an  i~nportant  component, and particula- 
ry in September, several species nlacle up the hulk of the diet. 
The  generally higher diversity, based on number of prey categories and the 
number of specimens xt~ithin each category, in the saithe diet in area B 
compared with area A can he a result of lower prey densities in area B (e.g., 
CH.ARSO\. 1976, EGCERS 1977). The  diversity will vary with the degree of 
digestion of the stomach content, and different digestion rates of different prey 
may therefore cause a change in the diversity as the digestion proceeds. 
At those times when a single species did not dominate the diet, there were 
greater differences among individual saithe in the composition of the diet. In  
area B the saithe had also grazed on different isopods and amphipods attached 
to the vegetation on the bottom. X,;~RL>C.\.ARI, (1902) observed the same 
phenomenon: when planktonic food became scarce, the saithc preyed upor1 
different bottom organisms, including hydroids. 
Most of the samples showed that the saithr preyed upon other fish lar.\.ae 
and yearlings. The  fish prey dicl not makc up any regular part of the nutrition, 
but appeared in the diet in greater arnounts at certain times. I t  is diflicult to 
tell whether the saithe prefer fish prey or ordinary planktonic food, but it is 
most likely that the saithe begin searching fbr other food (fish prey, epifauna 
and hyperbentllos) \\lhcn the plankto~lic offering, especially copepods, is poor. 
The  samples of zooplankton were taken in broken vertical hauls from the 
same depth interval cvhere the saithe were caught. This may lead to an 
overestimation of the plankton on which the saithe prekrred to prey on. 
However, nothing from the analysis seems to support such a possibility. 
Furthermore, it is not entirely correct to compare the whole stomach content 
with the planktonic offering as observed only at a certain time and place. The 
content in a fish stomach is oftc11 a result of feeding over a time period, cvhich 
is important to take into considcratlon when looking at selection or preferen- 
ces in the feeding. Although the results fron the sampling of plankton showed 
a different composition from that found in the diet, a plankton sample cannot 
give unequivocal estimates of the total plankton composition in the environ- 
ment. It can only give a good estimate of that part of tlie plankton spectrum 
which the gear is able to collect ( ~ I c ' K ~  I c \ I ) 1976). 
I t  may appear odd that Euchneln rzoj-cegiccl nc\.cr occurred in a plankton 
sample, and that .\4dridia lorlgn and T~)~sntzoessa inemzis did not appear in thc 
plankton sample in h'larch, \\'hen these species \trere fi-cquent in the diet. The  
size of these species nlaclc them prrhaps capable of escaping the sampling 
gear. 0iko)~leut-n spp., one of the main components in the saithe diet. barely 
appeared in the plankton samples. Oikoplcltrn spp. are kno\zn to be vcry 
patchily distributed, so it is possible that the sampling gear could have missed 
the patches. If not, there has been a clear prcfcrence of the saithe for 
Oikopleura. Throughout the sampling period the saithe seemed to prefer the 
oldest and largest stages of Calanusjnmarchicz~s. In June nauplii and specimens 
less than 2.5 mm of this copepod dominated the plankton. Nevertheless, the 
saithe had mainly preyed upon specimens greater than 2.5 mm. LIE (1961) 
showed that already 0-group saithe preferred larger copepods than smaller 
species such as Paracalanus parvus, Temora longicornis, Acartia spp. or Oithona 
similis. 
In area B a relatively large number of one-year- old saithe occurred in the 
samples. A possible explanation for this is that the samples were taken closer 
to the shore than in area A. Remarkably, almost all the the saithe disappeared 
from the shallows in area B from the end of July to nearly the end of August. 
During their absence only mackerel were left in the shallows. This is consis- 
tent with the sampling of only three saithe in August in this area. Fishermen 
fishing for mackerel with their drift nets in the open sea caught rather a lot of 
saithe. Reports from the east coast of USA (e.g., GROSSLEIN, LAXGTON and 
SISSENWEIN 1980) showed a relatively great overlap in the diet between saithe 
and mackerel. A few mackerel stomachs analysed from both area A and area B 
indicated a similar overlap. In area A, at the same time, saithe and mackerel 
were both present. Competition with mackerel may therefore be an uncertain 
explanation for this short-time migration. 
Marking experiments done by JAKOBSEN (1978a) in the 1970s did not 
indicate any direct connection between year-class strength and time for the 
migration of saithe away from the coast. Nevertheless, JAKOBSEN (1978a) 
indicated that a possible explanation of the migration of commercial-sized 
saithe (above 32 cm) away from the coast might be an intraspecific competi- 
tion from younger saithe migrating from the littoral zones outwards to the 
shallows. Many one-year-old saithe appeared in the investigated area a few 
weeks before the migration of older saithe. In area A in 1983 (the year after the 
observed migration in area B) fishermen again observed a large quantity of 
one-year-old saithe in the shallow waters after the disappearance of the older 
fish. 
Age-length samples of saithe in the North Sea show that the two-year-old 
saithe grow about 10 cm in reaching the size of a three-year-old (ANON. 1983). 
The length distribution of saithe in sampling areas A and B showed no 
corresponding growth during the sampling period, and this may therefore be 
taken as an indication of a gradual migration away from the coast of the 
largest fish in the year class during summer and autumn. 
I t  is difficult to generalize from the behaviour observed during the sampling 
months to the arbitrary time period. Nevertheless, based on the data from 
area A, it seems likely that the greatest migration of saithe from the shallow 
waters occurs during spring when the saithe are three years old. This 
observation is an agreement with marking results and age samples from trawl 
catches in the North Sea UAKOBSEN 1978a). 
In March the saithe showed clear signs of starvation, resembling those of 
cod (Lo\'E 1980). The particular symptoms were the following: the liver had 
become small and reddish because of loss of fat, the gall bladder had increased 
in volume, and the colour of the gall had bccorne darker. Larvae of the gastric 
parasite Anisakis simplex were found in great quantities in the tiny liver and in 
areas between the liver and stomach. An earlier larval stage of this nematode 
has been identified in krill (BERLAND pers.comm.). Krill was the main food for 
the saithe at  this time. 
If the starvation occurs yearly, it may explain the main migration of saithe 
away from the coast some time after February but before June. By June there 
were very few three-year-old saithe left in the coastal shallow waters. Marking 
experiments with saithe at Sunnmare (just north of 62"N) in November- 
December 1974 (JAKOBSEK 1978b) demonstrated an extensive migration of 
young saithe (35-40 cm, 3-4 years) to the North Sea during the following 
spring (May-June) . 
While seeking reasons for the migration of saithe to the North Sea, it might 
be useful to consider the saithe food habits there. Table 19 shows that fish and 
krill make up the main part of the diet. Norway pout, haddock, and sand 
lances seem to be, in the same order, the most important species. Sand lances, 
which were the most important fish prey for the saithe in the shallow waters in 
areas A and B, also seem to be an important food for the smallest saithe in the 
North Sea. The importance of sand lances seem to decrease with increasing 
length of the saithe. Norway pout, a very important fish prey in the North Sea, 
only occurred in one saithe taken in the shallow waters close to the shore (25 
June in area A). 
The special situation in March, with saithe feeding mainly on adult krill 
and showing clear signs of starvation, may be a contributing reason for the 
main migration of saithe away from the coast. Table 19 shows that saithe 
above 40 cm length are feeding mostly on krill. These are mainly three-year- 
old saithe, thus with the same age as those observed to feed much upon krill in 
area A in March before leaving the coast. In the North Sea, krill seems to play 
the most important nutritive role for the saithe during winter and spring 
(Table 19). 
Observations have shown that krill disappcar from the fjord systems in 
February-March (J.B.L. M,ATTHE\SS pers.comm.). It is uncertain how far and 
in what direction the krill leave the coast, but great amounts of krill have been 
observed in the Norwegian Deeps in June, though it has been impossible to 
say anything about the origin of this krill. From June and throughout the 
sampling period in 1982, adult krill were almost never found in the saithe diet. 
Table 19. Feeding of saithe in the North Sea. Data froin Golubjatllikova and Malyshev 
(1980) and fi-om Gislaso~l (1983). The resrrlts arr gi\.en in re1atiL.e 'iveigl~ts, u.jO/"). 
(s) sulnlner, (a) autumn, ('iv) winter, (sp) spring. 
Data source 
Golubjatnikova 
and Malyshev (1980) Gislason ( 1  983) 
Length-group (cm) 3 1-50 30-39 40-49 50-69 
Area North of 59'30' South of 59'30' Different areas 
Time of the year s-a w-sp s-a w-sp Mean of the year 
Hacldock 
Sprat 
Sand lallces 
Sonvay pout 
Blue ~vhiti~lg 
LMnuiol ic~ sp. 
IClill 
Other pre) 
(e.g., amphipoda) 
Although the plankton net seemed unable to sample adult krill, it is plausible 
that the adult krill had left the area some time after the first part of March but 
before June. 
An explaixition of the great migration of saithr away from the coast during 
spring (aftcr February but before June) can tllcrcfole be the distribution of 
krill. If the krill are transported a v a )  from thc coast, the saithr probably 
follow. 
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